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RATIONALLY CONNECTED FOLIATIONS ON SURFACES
SEBASTIAN NEUMANN
Abstrat. In this short note we study foliations with rationally on-
neted leaves on surfaes. Our main result is that on surfaes there exists
a polarisation suh that the Harder-Narasimhan ltration of the tangent
bundle with respet to this polarisation yields the maximal rationally
quotient of the surfae.
1. Introdution
Let X be a smooth projetive variety. In this note, we are interested in
foliations with rationally onneted leaves. In [KSCT07℄ the authors show
how to onstrut suh foliations from the Harder-Narasimhan Filtration of
the tangent bundle of the variety. This onstrution heavily depends on a
hosen polarisation, and therefore the question arises how this foliation varies
hanging the polarisation.
There is another way to onstrut a bration with rationally onneted bers,
the maximal rationally onneted quotient. This is a rational map, suh that
the bers are rationally onneted. Almost every rational urve lies in a ber
of this map.
We an ask if the Harder-Narasimhan ltration of the tangent bundle always
indues the maximal rationally quotient with respet to any polarisation.
The answer is negative already on surfaes due to an example of T. Ekl
([Ek08℄).
In this note we will prove that on surfaes there exists always a polarisation,
suh that the Harder-Narasimhan ltration yields the maximal rationally
quotient.
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2. Preliminary results and Notation
Let X be an n-dimensional projetive variety over the omplex numbers with
an ample line bundle H. Given a torsion-free oherent sheaf F on X, we
dene the slope of F with respet to H by
µH(F) :=
c1(F).H
n−1
rk(F)
.
We all F semistable with respet to H if for any nonzero proper subsheaf G
of F we have µH(G) ≤ µH(F).
If there exists a nonzero subsheaf G ⊂ F suh that µH(G) > µH(F), we will
all G a destabilizing subsheaf of F .
For a proof of the following result, we refer the reader to [HL97, Theorem
1.3.4℄.
Theorem 2.1. Let F be a torsion-free oherent sheaf on a smooth projetive
variety and H be an ample line bundle on X. There exists a unique ltration
of F , the so alled Harder-Narasimhan ltration or HN-ltration, depending
on the hosen ample line bundle
0 = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fk = F
with the following properties:
(i) The quotients Gi := Fi/Fi−1 are torsion-free and semistable.
(ii) The slopes of quotients satisfy µH(G1) > . . . > µH(Gk).
(iii) The sheaves Fi are saturated in F .
Denition 2.2. Let F be a torsion-free oherent sheaf on a smooth pro-
jetive variety. The unique sheaf F1 appearing in the Harder-Narasimhan
ltration of F is alled the maximal destabilizing subsheaf of F .
Denition 2.3. Let F be a oherent torsion-free sheaf on a smooth proje-
tive variety with HNF with respet to an ample line bundle H
0 = F0 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fk = F .
If the slope of the quotient Fi/Fi−1 is positive with respet to H, then Fi is
alled positive with respet to H.
Remark 2.4. Note that the onstrution of the HNF naturally extends to
Q and Rdivisors, i.e we do not need to assume the hosen polarisation to
be integral.
Obviously, the Harder-Narasimhan ltration depends only on the numerial
lass of the hosen ample bundle. In partiular it makes sense to ask how
the ltration of a given sheaf depends on the ample bundle sitting in the
nite dimensional vetorspae of all divisors modulo numerial equivalene.
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Notation 2.5. We sometimes omit the polarisation in the notation of the
slope, that is we write µ(F) for the slope of a sheaf F with respet to a
polarisation.
We an now state an important result originally formulated by Miyaoka and
expliitely shown in [KSCT07℄. For a survey on these and related results we
refer the reader to [KSC06℄.
Theorem 2.6. [KSCT07, Theorem 1℄ Let X be a smooth projetive variety
and let
0 = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fk = TX
be the Harder-Narsimhan ltration of the tangent bundle with respet to a
polarisation H. Write µi := µH(Fi/Fi−1) for the slopes of the quotients.
Assume µ1 > 0 and set m := max {i ∈ N|µi > 0}. Then eah Fi with i ≤ m
is a foliation with algebrai leaves and for general x ∈ X the losure of the
leaf through x is rationally onneted.
Let X be a smooth projetive variety and assume the onditions of Theorem
(2.6) are fullled. Thus we obtain foliations F1, . . . ,Fk with algebrai and
rationally onneted leaves. By setting
qi : X 99K Im(qi) ⊂ Chow(X)
x 7→ Fi-leaf through x
we obtain a map, suh that the losure of the general bre is rationally on-
neted, see [KSCT07℄, setion 7.
There is another map with this property alled the maximal rationally on-
neted quotient or MRC-quotient for short based on a onstrution by Cam-
pana [Cam81℄, [Cam94℄ and Kollár-Miyaoka-Mori [KMM92℄.
Theorem 2.7. [Kol96, Chapter IV, Theorem 5.2℄ Let X be a smooth proje-
tive variety. There exists a variety Z and a rational map φ : X 99K Z with
the following properties:
• the bers of φ are rationally onneted,
• a very general ber of φ is an equivalene lass under rationally on-
netivity and
• up to birational equivalene the map φ and the variety Z are unique.
It is possible to ask if the HNF with respet to a ertain polarisation yields
the MRC-quotient. We will give a positive answer in the next setion.
3. Rationally onneted fibration on surfaes and the
MRC-quotient
In this setion X will be a smooth projetive surfae over the omplex num-
bers. We want to investigate the regions in the ample one whih indue
the same HN-ltration. More preisely we divide the ample one into parts,
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suh that in eah part, we get the same HN-ltration of the tangent bundle.
With this at hand we are able to show that the MRC-quotient omes from
the Harder-Narasimhan ltration with respet to a ertain polarisation.
In order to ompute the HN-ltration of the tangent bundle on surfaes, we
only have to searh for a destabilizing subbundle, suh that the quotient is
torsion-free.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a smooth projetive surfae. If F ⊂ TX is a destabi-
lizing subsheaf with respet to a polarisation suh that TX/F is torsion-free,
then the Harder-Narasimhan ltration is given by 0 ⊂ F ⊂ TX.
Proof. Consider the exat sequene
0→ F → TX → TX/F → 0.
Using that the rank and the hern lass is additiv in short exat sequenes,
we obtain
µ(TX) =
1
2
µ(TX/F) +
1
2
µ(F).
Sine µ(F) > µ(TX), we therefore have µ(F) > µ(TX/F). That is,
0 ⊂ F ⊂ TX
satises the properties of the Harder-Narasimhan ltration and by the unique-
ness of the HN-ltration, we nish the proof. 
Notation 3.2. We will write N1(X) for the Néron-Severi group and N1Q(X)
(resp. N1R(X)) for the vetorspae of Qdivisors (resp. Rdivisors) modulo
numerial equivalene on X. The onvex one of all ample Rdivisors in
N1R(X) will be denoted by AmpR(X).
Now we denote the regions in AmpR(X), we are interested in. LetH ∈ N
1
R(X)
be an ample bundle. If TX is not semistable with respet to H, let DTX(H)
be the unique maximally destabilizing subbundle of TX. In this ase, we all
∆H :=
{
H˜ ∈ AmpR(X)|DTX (H) = DTX(H˜)
}
the destabilisation hamber with respet to H. Note that if the tangent bundle
is semistable with respet to a ertain polarisation, then we get a hamber,
suh that for all polarisations in this hamber TX is semistable. This region
will be denoted by Σ and we all it the semistable hamber. That is
Σ := {H ∈ AmpR(X)|TX is semistable with respet to H} .
The destabilizing hambers and the hamber of stability give a deomposition
of the ample one. Conerning the struture of these hambers we prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a smooth projetive surfae. We have
(i) The destabilisation hambers and the semistable hamber are onvex
ones in AmpR(X).
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(ii) The semistable hamber is losed in AmpR(X).
(iii) The destabilisation hambers are open in AmpR(X).
Proof. The onvexity property follows from the linearity of the intersetion
produt and the uniqueness of the HN-ltration. In detail: Let H1 and H2
be two polarisations belonging to the same hamber. This means, that there
exists a subsheaf L ⊂ TX whih is maximal destabilizing both with respet
to H1 and H2. We obtain
c1(L).(H1 +H2) = c1(L).H1 + c1(L).H2 >
1
2
c1(TX).(H1 +H2).
By Lemma (3.1), we dedue that L is the maximally destabilizing subsheaf
with respet to H1 +H2.
In the same spirit we prove the onvexity of Σ: Let H1 and H2 ∈ Σ.
This means by denition that for all subsheaves L ⊂ TX the inequality
c1(L).Hi ≤
1
2
c1(TX).Hi, i = 1, 2 holds. Therefore by linearity of the inter-
setion produt the inequality holds for H1 +H2. This proves (i).
The seond statement follows from the ontinuity of the intersetion prod-
ut. Let Hn ∈ Σ be a sequene onverging to H ∈ Amp(X). Then for a
given subsheaf L ⊂ TX one has µHn(L) ≤ µHn(TX) for eah n ∈ N. Passing
to the limit the inequality still holds by ontinuity.
Statement (iii) is also a diret onsequene of the ontinuity of the interse-
tion produt: Let H ∈ ∆H˜ . Let L be the maximal destabilizing subsheaf of
the tangent bundle. That is we have
(c1(L)−
1
2
c1(TX)).H > 0.
This inequality holds in a neighbourhood ofH. By Lemma (3.1) the subsheaf
L gives the HN-ltration in a neighbourhood of H. 
In order to prove our main result, we use the following orollary.
Corollary 3.4. Let X be a smooth projetive surfae. Let l be a linesegment
in AmpR(X). If TX is not semistable with respet to all polarisation on l,
then l lies ompletely in one destabilizing hamber.
In order to prove semistability of the tangent bundle on ertain surfaes
having many automorphisms, we give a useful lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a smooth projetive surfae and let σ ∈ Aut0(X). Let
F be the maximal destabilizing subsheaf of TX with respet to a polarisation.
Then we have σ∗(c1(F)) = c1(F). In partiular: If the slope of F is positive
then the automorphism σ maps eah leaf of F to another leaf of F .
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Proof. Let H ∈ N1(X) and let F be the maximal destabilizing subsheaf of
TX with respet to H. We ompute the slope of σ∗(TF ):
µ(σ∗(c1(F))) = H.σ
∗(c1(F))
= σ∗(H).c1(F)
= H.c1(F)
> 1
2
c1(TX).H.
We give an explanation of the third equality: Reall that the group of auto-
morphisms ats on the Néron-Severi group. Sine N1(X) is disrete Aut0(X)
ats trivially on N1(X), i.e. the pushforward of σ has to give the same ele-
ment in N1(X).
Therefore, we have shown that σ∗(TF ) is also a destabilizing bundle and by
the uniqueness of the HN-ltration we nish the proof. 
Example 3.6. Hirzebruh Surfaes
Let Σn be the n-th Hirzebruh surfae, π : Σn −→ P
1
the projetion onto
the projetive line. We denote the ber under the projetion with f and the
distinguished setion with selntersetion −n with C0. Reall (see [Har77℄,
hapter V.2) that NumR(Σn) =< C0, f > and a divisor D ≡num aC0 + bf
is ample if and only if a > 0 and b > an. The anonial bundle is given
by −KΣn = 2C0 + (2 + n)f . The relative tangent bundle of π is a natural
andidate for a destabilizing subbundle. We have the sequene
0→ TΣn/P1 → TΣn → π
∗TP1 → 0
Let H := xC0 + yf be a polarisation. Then one an ompute that TΣn/P1 is
destabilizing if and only if −2x−nx+2y > 0. In partiular we ompute for
n ≥ 2:
−2x− nx+ 2y > −2x− nx+ 2nx = −2x+ nx ≥ 0.
Therefore, for n ≥ 2 the HN-ltration is given by
0 ⊂ TX/P1 ⊂ TX
for all polarisations. In other words we obtain only one destabilizing ham-
ber.
For n = 0 we have Σ0 = P
1×P1 and we get three hambers. Two destabilizing
hambers orrespond to the two relative tangent bundles of the projetions.
They are ut out by the inequalitys x > y and x < y. There is a hamber of
semistability, whih is determined by the equation x = y.
For n = 1 we see that for x > 3
2
y the relative tangent bundle is destabilizing.
Sine Σ1 is the projetive plane with one point blown up, say p, we know the
group of automorphisms, whih is the automorphism group of the projetive
plane leaving p xed. The destabilizing foliation orresponds to the radial
foliation through p in the plane.
So if there were another foliation F oming from the Harder-Narasimhan
ltration, we ould deform the leaves with these automorphisms. Then we
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Figure 1. The ample one of X = Σ0 and the hamber
struture. Here T 1X/P1 and T
2
X/P1 denote the relative tangent
bundle of the rst and seond projetion.
0 ⊂ T
1
X/P1
⊂ TX
0 ⊂ T
2
X/P1
⊂ TX
y
x
would again obtain leaves of this foliation by Lemma (3.5). So unless F
is the radial foliation, we ould produe inntely many singularities, whih
is absurd. Therefore we onlude that the tangent bundle is semistable for
x ≤ 3
2
y.
Remark 3.7. From this example follows, that the stabilizing hamber an
be both lower dimensional or equal the dimension of the ample one.
Now we want to answer the question if there always exists a polarisation,
suh that the HNF gives rise to the MRC-quotient.
Theorem 3.8. Let X be a uniruled projetive surfae. Then there exists a
polarisation, suh that the maximal rationally quotient of X is given by the
foliation assoiated to highest positive term in the HNF assoiated with this
polarisation.
Proof. To start, observe that there is always a polarisation H1 suh that
c1(TX).H1 > 0. Assume on the ontrary, that eah ample bundle intersets
c1(TX) negatively or zero. This means that KX is pseudoeetive. On the
other hand there exists a free rational urve f : P1 → X. See [Deb01,
Corollary 4.11℄ for a prove of the existene of suh a urve. Writing
f∗(TX) = O(a1)⊕O(a2)
with a1 + a2 ≥ 2, we ompute
KX .f∗P
1 = −a1 − a2 ≤ −2,
a ontradition.
First let us assume that X is not rationally onneted. Then we take the
polarisation H1 with c1(TX).H1>0. There exists a destabilizing subsheaf F
of TX, sine otherwise X would be rationally onneted by Theorem (2.6).
Furthermore the slope of F has to be bigger than c1(TX).H1 and therefore
positive. So this sheaf will give a foliation with rationally onneted leaves
and hene the maximal rationally quotient.
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Consider the ase where X is rationally onneted. Then we x a very free
rational urve l on X. For a proof of the existene of a very free rational
urve see [Deb01, Corollary 4.17℄. This means that TX|l is ample. So we
know that eah quotient of TX|l has stritly positive degree.
Sine l is movable, it is in partiular nef. Let H2 be an ample lass. Beause
l is nef, we know that Hǫ := l + ǫH2 is ample in N
1
Q(X) for any ǫ > 0.
Observe that c1(TX).Hǫ > 0 for suiently small ǫ, say for 0 < ǫ < 1. If
TX is semistable with respet to a ertain polarisation Hǫ with 0 < ǫ < 1,
the laim follows sine TX has positive slope and indues a trivial foliation
whih gives the rationally onneted quotient. If TX is not semistable for
all polarisations Hǫ with 0 < ǫ < 1, let Lǫ be the destabilizing subsheaf of
TX with respet to Hǫ. Beause of Corollary (3.4) the ray Hǫ stays in one
destablizing hamber. So L := Lǫ remains onstant.
Now it is lear that for suiently small ǫ both, the slope of L and the slope
of TX/L will be positive with respet to Hǫ. Therefore the HN-tration of
TX with respet to Hǫ yields the maximal rationally onneted quotient. 
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